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Abstract

While standard Estonian is not a low-resourced
language, the different dialects of the language
are under-resourced from the point of view of
NLP, given that there are no vast hand normal-
ized resources available for training a machine
learning model to normalize dialectal Estonian
to standard Estonian. In this paper, we crawl
a small corpus of parallel dialectal Estonian -
standard Estonian sentences. In addition, we
take a savvy approach of generating more syn-
thetic training data for the normalization task
by using an existing dialect generator model
built for Finnish to "dialectalize" standard Es-
tonian sentences from the Universal Dependen-
cies tree banks. Our BERT based normalization
model achieves a word error rate that is 26.49
points lower when using both the synthetic data
and Estonian data in comparison to training the
model with only the available Estonian data.
Our results suggest that synthetic data gener-
ated by a model trained on a more resourced
related language can indeed boost the results
for a less resourced language.

1 Introduction

Estonian itself can hardly be characterized as low-
resourced due to a variety of NLP tools (Orasmaa
et al., 2016; Kaalep et al., 2018; Laur et al., 2020)
and corpora (Kaalep et al., 2010; Altrov and Pa-
jupuu, 2012; Muischnek et al., 2016) available
for the language. What still remains a difficult
and severely under-resourced task to tackle is non-
standard dialectal language. Estonian has a rich
morphology which means that an individual word
can have several different inflectional forms. In
terms of dialects, this means that all of the different
inflectional forms of a given word can be slightly
different in different dialects of the language. This
poses a challenge for NLP methods that are mostly
trained on standard Estonian.

While the written standard is something people
follow when they write official text such as pub-

lished books or newspapers, people tend to commu-
nicate using dialect in more informal settings such
as when sending messages or emails with friends
and family or when engaging in discussion on on-
line forums. This type of an every day language
use is beyond the reach of current NLP methods
for Estonian.

For other languages such as Finnish (Partanen
et al., 2019), Swedish (Hämäläinen et al., 2020a)
and German (Scherrer et al., 2019), dialect normal-
ization has been seen as good way of dealing with
the issue of non-standard language. If a model can
normalize dialectal text to a standard norm, then
all normative language NLP models can be applied
on that data. Normalization has been shown to im-
prove results in a variety of tasks such as parsing
(van der Goot et al., 2020) and neologism retrieval
(Säily et al., 2021).

Unfortunately, Estonian does not have vast di-
alectal resources available with aligned normal-
izations with dialectal sentences. For this reason,
we establish a new methodology for producing
synthetic dialectal Estonian - standard Estonian
sentence pairs using a Finnish dialect generation
model. The data and the models presented in this
paper have been released openly on Zenodo1.

Estonian dialects are traditionally divided into
northern and southern groups, that differ on phono-
logical, morphological as well as on lexical lev-
els. According to the general Estonian dialect clas-
sification (Pajusalu et al., 2018), there are three
main dialect groups. (1) The North Estonian di-
alect group consists of the Eastern, Insular, Central,
and Western dialects. (2) The Northeastern Coastal
dialect group consists of the Northeastern and the
Coastal dialects. (3) The South Estonian group
consists of the Mulgi, Tartu, and Võru dialects.
In recent decades, the question of Seto has been
debated. The distinction between Seto and Võru
has been justified for instance on a syntactic level

1https://zenodo.org/record/6558469
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(Lindström et al., 2014). The dominant contact lan-
guages for Estonian dialects are Swedish, Russian,
Latvian, and Votic. Finnish, Ingrian and Livonian
have influenced somewhat less (Lindström et al.,
2019).

2 Related work

There have been several different approaches to
text normalization in the past (Bollmann, 2019). In
this section, we will give a quick overview of the
common approaches.

Dialectal text normalization has been tackled by
using normalization rules and heuristics (Bollmann
et al., 2011; Khan and Karim, 2012; Sidarenka
et al., 2013). Later on, algorithmic approaches
have been used for the task (Saloot et al., 2014; Re-
han et al., 2018; Poolsukkho and Kongkachandra,
2018).

Very frequently, normalization is modeled as a
character-level machine translation task. There are
several research papers that use a statistical ma-
chine translation approach with a character level n-
gram language model of varying lengths (Schlippe
et al., 2010; De Clercq et al., 2013; Schlippe et al.,
2013; Scherrer and Erjavec, 2013).

More recently, neural machine translation has
been used on a character level for the normalization
task (Bollmann and Søgaard, 2016; Ruzsics et al.,
2019; Hämäläinen et al., 2019). The approaches
consist typically of a bi-directional LSTM model
and an attention mechanism. This approach has
also been used with word2vec to extract and train
an OCR post-correction model in an unsupervised
way (Hämäläinen and Hengchen, 2019).

With the emergence of general purpose language
models, many recent papers present work on using
such models for text normalization. BERT (Muller
et al., 2019; Plank et al., 2020), BART (Bucur et al.,
2021) and RoBERTa (Kubal and Nagvenkar, 2021),
for instance, have all been use lately to solve the
task.

3 Dialect data

Since there is no dialectal corpus with standard
normalizations available for Estonian, we have to
crawl one relying on the accessible resources. The
Institute of Estonian Language has released some
dialectal dictionaries online2. Some of these con-
tain example sentences in one of the dialects and

2https://portaal.eki.ee/sonaraamatud.html

their normalization in standard Estonian. In par-
ticular, we found that the dialectal dictionaries for
Mulgi3, Kihnu4 and Hiiu5 dialects had such aligned
dialectal-standard Estonian sentence pairs.

We proceeded to crawl the aforementioned dic-
tionaries. The dictionaries do not have an index of
lemmas or any other means of browsing them apart
from search queries. For this reason, we use the
full text query the online dictionaries have to find
occurrences of a given word in anywhere within
the dictionary entries. We do this query for the
10,000 most frequent words6 recorded in the Eesti
kirjakeele sagedussõnastik (Kaalep and Muischnek,
2002) which is based on a relatively large 1 million
word corpus. This crawling approach leads to the
same texts being crawled multiple times, and for
this reason, we remove all duplicates.

Some of the dialectal example sentences have
additional annotation such as stress marked on top
of the vowels. We clean the data of any addi-
tional marking and punctuations so that we are
left with characters that are part of the Estonian
alphabets. Furthermore, we ensure that the dialec-
tal sentence and its normalization have an equal
number of words. This step is needed because
sometimes the example sentences were not normal-
ized or were not fully normalized. This way we can
clear all wrongly aligned sentences from the data.
This resulted in 14510 aligned dialectal-normative
Estonian sentences.

In Table 1, we can see examples of the data.
As we can see, sometimes the dictionary authors
had adapted a very strict normalization strategy;
on top of just normalizing the sentence to follow
the standard Estonian morphology and orthogra-
phy, they had occasionally normalized dialectal
words to completely different words that are part
of the standard language. This is different from the
vast dialect corpus available for Finnish (Kotimais-
ten kielten keskus, 2014), where the normalization
does not replace any existing words with different
ones. This fact alone makes this Estonian corpus
more difficult to normalize automatically.

We split the corpus randomly to 70% training,
15% validation and 15% testing. This split is used
for all the models we train that include Estonian
data in their training. All models are evaluated with
this test split.

3https://eki.ee/dict/mulgisuur
4http://www.eki.ee/dict/kihnu
5http://www.eki.ee/dict/hiiu
6https://www.cl.ut.ee/ressursid/sagedused/table1.txt
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Dialectal Normalized Translation
na joove kõrdamisi ütest laasist nad joovad kordamööda ühest klaasist they take turns drinking from one glass
Siis oli tiädmätä jäen ning oksõndan Siis oli teadvuse kaotanud ja oksendanud Then he had lost consciousness and vomited
ärä tettä alatude inemistege tegemist ära tee alatute inimestega tegemist don’t deal with naughty people

Table 1: Examples of the corpus

4 Dialect normalization

We train BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2018) models
to do Estonian normalization using Transformers
Python library (Wolf et al., 2020). We model the
task as a sequence to sequence task, where the
model is trained to predict a normalized version of
a sentence given a dialectal sentence. The model
consists of a BERT based encoder and decoder
models similarly to the architecture proposed in
Rothe et al. (2020).

We build our models on EstBERT7 (Tanvir et al.,
2021) which is a BERT model trained solely on
Estonian data using the Estonian National Corpus.
We train three models: one with Estonian only data,
one only with synthetic data and one with both
types of data. We train the models for 3 epochs.

4.1 Generating synthetic Finnish data

Because Finnish and Estonian are closely related
languages, we want to experiment whether synthet-
ically produced dialectal Finnish data can improve
the Estonian normalization models. Standard Es-
tonian is closer to dialectal Finnish than standard
Finnish, so it makes sense that a Finnish dialect
like data could improve the results. It is impor-
tant to note at this stage that this is not a Finnish
to Estonian translation task. Finnish and Estonian
are two very different languages and a model that
can translate between the two languages has hardly
anything to do with dialect normalization.

We use the Finnish dialect generation models
presented by Hämäläinen et al. (2020b) to convert
standard Estonian sentences into a pseudo Estonian
dialect. The dialect generation models are avail-
able through Murre Python library8. The dialect
generator supports over 20 Finnish dialects, and we
need to indicate which dialect we want to generate
when we use the model. Ideally, we would like
to pick the dialect closest to the Estonian dialectal
data, because Finland is a relatively large country
and dialects further away from Estonia are already
linguistically rather distant.

7tartuNLP/EstBERT
8https://github.com/mikahama/murre

In order to find out which Finnish dialect pro-
duces the most Estonian dialect like output, we
generate a dialectal version for each standard Es-
tonian sentence in our corpus in each Finnish di-
alect. We compare the WER (word error rate) of
each dialectal output to the correct dialectal Esto-
nian sentence in the corpus that corresponds to the
normalized sentence that was used to produce the
dialectal sentences.

The results of the experiment, as seen in Table 2,
indicate that Etelä-Karjala dialect gives an output
closest to the Estonian dialectal data. For this rea-
son, we pick this dialect to adapt sentences from
the Estonian Universal Dependencies (UD) tree-
banks to a pseudo Estonian dialect. The treebanks
have some noise, so we filter out all sentences that
contain alphabets that are not part of Estonian such
as å, ø or ω because they are an indication of non-
Estonian sentences or non-Estonian words appear-
ing in a sentence. We want the correct Estonian
data to be of a very high quality, so we ensure that
only sentences that have correct Estonian alpha-
bets are retained. We also clear the sentences from
non-alphabets such as numbers, punctuations and
emojis.

Estonian has slightly different vowels than
Finnish. The same speech sound [y] is written
y in Finnish and ü in Estonian. For this reason, we
replace ü with y before we pass it to the dialect
generation model, and then we replace ys back to
üs in the output. Estonian also has one more vowel
Finnish does not have, õ. In practice, both Esto-
nian ö and õ are mapped to a single vowel ö in
the Finnish phonetic system. We deal with this by
excluding all Estonian UD sentences that have both
ö and õ, so that the input can have either ö or õ. In
case the input has õ, it is first replaced with ö and
after the dialectal form has been generated, all ös
are replaced back to õs.

After the dialect adaptation, we do a simple post-
processing where we match the voice of plosives of
each word in the dialectal output and the standard
Estonian input. This means that if the Estonian
word contained voiced plosives d, b or g without
their unvoiced variants and if the dialectal output
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Finnish dialect WER
Etelä-Häme 0.84
Etelä-Karjala 0.80
Etelä-Pohjanmaa 0.83
Etelä-Satakunta 0.82
Etelä-Savo 0.83
Eteläinen Keski-Suomi 0.83
Inkerinsuomalaismurteet 0.81
Kaakkois-Häme 0.82
Kainuu 0.84
Keski-Karjala 0.82
Keski-Pohjanmaa 0.83
Länsi-Satakunta 0.81
Länsi-Uusimaa 0.81
Länsipohja 0.81
Läntinen Keski-Suomi 0.82
Peräpohjola 0.81
Pohjoinen Keski-Suomi 0.85
Pohjoinen Varsinais-Suomi 0.81
Pohjois-Häme 0.82
Pohjois-Karjala 0.84
Pohjois-Pohjanmaa 0.84
Pohjois-Satakunta 0.82
Pohjois-Savo 0.85

Table 2: The WER between the Finnish dialect generator
output and the Estonian dialect sentence. The lower the
WER, the closer the output is to Estonian dialect.

had the corresponding unvoiced variant t, p or k,
we replace the unvoiced consonant with the voiced
variant. For example, lambad (sheep) is dialec-
talized to lampaat, which we convert to lambaad.
This is important because Finnish dialects often
unvoice voiced consonants, whereas the Estonian
ones use voiced plosives frequently.

The generated data consists of over 336000 syn-
thetically generated samples where the source side
is in pseudo Estonian dialect produced by the
Finnish dialect generator for Etelä-Karjala dialect
and the target is clean standard Estonian from the
UD tree banks. We split this data into 85% for
training and 15% for validation.

5 Results and evaluation

In this section, we present the results of our models
using WERs. Word Error Rate9 is a commonly
used metric to assess the quality of normalization
models as it shows how far away the normaliza-
tion predicted by a computational model is from
the ground truth in terms of substitutions, inser-
tions and deletions. We also calculate a token level
accuracy which shows how many times a token
was correctly normalized in the exact position it
appeared in the sentence.

9We use the implementation from
https://github.com/nsmartinez/WERpp

WER Accuracy
No normalization 74.09 0.257
Estonian only 77.74 0.240
Synthetic data only 73.84 0.256
Synthetic data and
Estonian data

55.25 0.471

Table 3: The results of the BERT model with different
datasets

The results can be seen in Table 3. The first row
of the table shows how far away the dialectal sen-
tence is from the standard Estonian one without
applying a normalization. The WER and the accu-
racy were the best for the model that was trained on
both the synthetic data and the Estonian data. These
results are far from perfect, as even the best model
makes mistakes around half of the time. However,
the results look promising in the sense that the data
augmentation improved the results drastically. It
is interesting to see that neither the synthetic data
nor the Estonian data alone seem to take the model
too far, but when combined the results are way
better. This is probably due to the fact that the
Estonian data is rather small and training a model
solely based on it is difficult, and that the synthetic
data, while it helps the model to learn a mapping
from something that looks like Estonian to standard
Estonian, is does not represent the true difference
between real Estonian dialects and the standard
language. It is to be said, that with the amount of
data we have at hand, it is unlikely that the model
can ever learn to normalize Estonian the same way
the dictionary authors had normalized the dialectal
sentences, because then the model would need to
also learn a mapping between dialectal words and
more standard language.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that despite Estonian not having
enough data on its own to train a dialect normal-
ization model, using a Finnish dialect generator
model with some orthographic conversion rules to
produce synthetic data can boost the results. Al-
though the results were promising, the best WER
is still relatively high. This is partially due to the
normalization strategy used in the original data.
Nevertheless we believe that experimenting more
with synthetic data in the future can help us push
the WER lower.
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